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Green analytical chemistry, although not being a new concept, does not have a greenness metrics system. Green chemistry metrics are not suitable for analytical procedure assessment because they often refer to the mass of the product. Some efforts have been made to develop suitable metrics for analytical chemistry. Some are simple to use but do not cover all aspects of analytical methods’ environmental impact. Others are more comprehensive but may be difficult to be applied. The analytical reagents were not assessed but some clues about their greenness can be obtained from assessments from other branches of chemistry. New reagents and solvents applied in analytical chemistry require their detailed assessment in terms of greenness. Environmental issues have to be taken into consideration during reagent and solvent selection, analytical waste disposal practices, the energetic requirements of analytical processes and the development or selection of analytical procedures, and, for that reason, metrics systems are required.

1. Introduction

Green analytical chemistry is the philosophical movement that incorporates sustainable development values to analytical laboratories.1 There are many ways of introducing the GAC concept, the most important ones are the miniaturization of the sample preparation techniques2 and final determination devices,3 the application of solventless extraction techniques4 and the introduction of less toxic solvents.5 These practices are well established and are common practice in scientific and academic laboratories.

It is a well established practice that during analytical procedure development performance merits are considered, such as LOD, recovery, precision, and linear range. It should be noted that also green analytical chemistry aspects should point the direction in procedure development. It has been shown that with analytical procedure selection based on different aspects – analytical performance, green analytical chemistry values and economic costs – different results in terms of preferable analytical methods may be obtained.6 It is clear that during analytical method selection all of these factors have to be considered.

2. Analytical process in the light of green chemistry

A simple question can be asked: why bother about the environmental impact of analytical laboratories? In the common sense there is an opinion that the impact of analytical chemistry is small compared to pharmaceutical or petrochemical industries. The main reasons why this problem is important and urgent are listed below:

One typical liquid chromatograph generates more than 1 L of organic waste daily; it is estimated that 130 000 are in operation, which gives the considerable amount of 34 million litres annually.7 This amount of solvent waste is from the operation of liquid chromatographs only. The waste originating from sample preparation should be added to this number.

Analytical chemistry emissions, because of the number of analytical laboratories, are very dispersed in terms of locations. The control of this kind of pollution is hard to be performed.

Green analytical chemistry is analytical chemists' contribution to the concept of sustainable development. All specialists should introduce sustainability values to their activities and fields of expertise.

The $E$-factors of typical processes in different branches of chemistry vary from 0.1 for oil refining to 100 for pharmaceutical production8 and even 100 000 for nanomaterial synthesis.8 The $E$-factor is calculated by giving the mass of generated waste per mass of obtained product, usually expressed in kg waste per kg product.

The calculated $E$-factor for analytical chemistry tends to infinity. The product of the analytical process is the result that does not have weight, so the mass of the product is zero. But obtaining the analytical results requires material inputs that become waste. It is a good presentation that analytical chemistry is environmentally troublesome and there is a potential wide field for activities to reduce its environmental impact.

To show how complex the environmental impact of analytical procedures can be, it is convenient to use the Ishikawa or fishbone diagram, well known to analysts. As an example, a generic liquid chromatographic method with sample
preparation based on extraction will be investigated.\textsuperscript{10} Fig. 1 presents the Ishikawa diagram of the factors influencing the performance of the method. Fig. 2 shows the Ishikawa diagram of the environmental impact of the same procedure. It should be noted that all steps of the procedure contribute to the total quality of the analytical result. Similarly, all activities build the total environmental impact. Material and energetic inputs are presented. As it was stated before, the material inputs to obtain the result of the analysis become waste.

3. Green analytical chemistry without metrics?

A recent article states a very important question: “Do we need green analytical chemistry?”\textsuperscript{11} As the answer to this question seems to be positive, it is important to state another, naturally occurring question: “How to measure the greenness of analytical methods?”\textsuperscript{12} One of the main GAC problems is that there are no well-established methods of “greenness” assessment. There is a significant gap in green analytical chemistry as a scientific area. In the literature, there are numerous examples of analytical procedures that are claimed to be green by their authors. Unfortunately, it is a common practice that such statements are not supported by any evidence, in the form of applied greenness metrics, and comparisons with previously developed analytical or standard procedures. The statements of procedure greenness are often based on the authors’ impressions or uncertain assumptions. There are some examples from the literature where this kind of reasoning is absolutely wrong.

Although the example does not refer to analytical chemistry, some interesting conclusions can be made from the comparison of preparative HPLC and SFC methodologies applied in the pharmaceutical industry.\textsuperscript{12} The intuitive comparison result (as it was stated before, intuition is so far the most commonly used greenness assessment tool) would indicate that preparative SFC strongly prevails over preparative HPLC in terms of greeness. For traditional material efficiency, SFC is indeed 26.3% better than HPLC. However, if energy is considered HLPC is 34.3% better than SFC. This is because of the huge energetic demand for heating and cooling in SFC.

Green chemistry has some already developed metrics systems.\textsuperscript{13} Atom economy, environmental impact factor, and reaction mass efficiency are the most common tools to assess the greenness of chemical reactions, applicable in organic synthesis.\textsuperscript{14} Other tools can be more branch specific, like in the case of the fragrance\textsuperscript{15} or pharmaceutical\textsuperscript{16} industries. As these metrics refer to the mass of the reaction product,\textsuperscript{17} it is impossible to apply them directly in green analytical chemistry. In this case the metrics can refer to energetic and material inputs and can be calculated “per analytical result”.\textsuperscript{18}

4. Overview of the developed metrics

There are just few published and universal methods for greenness assessment of analytical procedures. The first one is NEMI labelling\textsuperscript{19} that results in a very simple to read pictogram stating if hazardous or corrosive reagents are used or procedure generates significant amounts of wastes. The respective part of the NEMI pictogram is coloured green if:

The reagents are not persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic. None of the reagents or solvents used during the analytical procedure are not present on the EPA’s TRI list.

The reagents applied in the procedure are not hazardous. They are not present on the respective Resource Conservation and Recovery Acts lists.

The environment during the sample treatment and analysis remains noncorrosive. The pH is not less than 2 and not higher than 12.

The amount of waste generated during the whole analytical procedure is less than 50 g.

An example of a NEMI pictogram is presented in Fig. 3. Assessment of an analytical procedure with NEMI is problematic as it involves excessive searches for every reagent used, to be present in lists with toxic, hazardous or persistent chemicals.

Fig. 1 Ishikawa diagram showing the factors influencing the analytical performance of a generic LC method. Modified from Sun et al., (2015).\textsuperscript{10}
What is more, the result of the analysis is qualitative only; it does not carry any information about the quantity of hazards. However the NEMI pictogram approach is one of the very first approaches to green analytical chemistry metrics.

The second assessment procedure is the Analytical Eco-scale, which involves more environmental impact parameters than NEMI. The eco-scale assessment procedure is based on penalty points subtracted from a base of 100. The penalty points are given for each reagent type and amount that may cause environmental problems, potential occupational exposure of the analyst, the amount of energy consumed by the electrical devices and the way of analytical waste treatment (and more importantly the lack thereof).

The approach to scoring reagents is very intuitive. A penalty point is given for every hazard pictogram that corresponds to a chemical. Additionally, if the chemical is described with the word “danger”, the number of hazard pictograms is multiplied by two, while the score does not change when the chemical is described with the word “warning”. The number of penalty points related to the chemical hazards are multiplied by the amount of the chemical. If the amount of a reagent or solvent is less than 10 mL or 10 g the hazard score is multiplied by 1, in case of an amount of 10–100 mL (g) and above 100 mL or 100 g the multiplication factors are 2 and 3, respectively. The emission of vapours to the air during the analytical process is additionally punished by 3 penalty points. The generation of waste in the amount less than 1 mL or 1 g results in 1 penalty point; waste generated in a 1–10 mL or 1–10 g amount results in assigning 3 penalty points, whereas greater amounts of generated waste give 5 penalty points. If the waste is not treated in any way, 3 additional points are given.

The penalty points related to the chemicals used are easily available as hazard pictograms are placed on the containers of chemicals. The information about hazard pictograms are also placed in safety sheets which additionally increases the availability of information. The result of scoring is easy to read, gives ease of comparison of the different analytical methodologies. On the other hand, the important drawback of this approach is that the score does not carry any information about the structure of the hazards. In this sense the Eco-scale score cannot be applied to identify the weak aspects of the procedure to improve it. Another disadvantage is that the assessment procedure considers hazards in semi-quantitative way.

As the two previously mentioned assessment techniques are for assessment of any analytical procedure, HPLC-EAT (environmental assessment tool) is dedicated to the assessment of liquid chromatographic procedures in terms of mobile phase consumption and its disposal. The assessment involves summing the safety, health and environmental hazards of all solvents used in the procedure. The HPLC-EAT tool was validated with the results of solvent scoring with GSK’s solvent selection guide. The drawback of this assessment approach is that it considers only one aspect of potential environmental impact – solvents.

For every analyte and matrix, there are at least a few analytical procedures developed. For some of analytes that are well characterized, there are dozens of procedures available. For
example, searches in the databases show that there are more than 40 procedures for chloroorganic pesticide determination in water samples or polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in bottom sediments. One can take benefit from this fact and apply an approach that is based on the comparison of procedures within such a set.

The first of the approaches is based on a well-known tool in chemistry, which is multivariate statistics. The aim of the analysis is to group the analytical procedures according to similarity. If the variables applied to describe the analytical procedures refer to their greenness or environmental impact, chemometrics can be used in green analytical chemistry metrics. The relatively simple chemometric techniques, such as cluster analysis and principal component analysis can be successfully applied to group analytical procedures.\textsuperscript{23} More advanced chemometric tools, such as self-organizing maps (SOMs), give more valuable results since they allow the identification of outlying objects that are usually the greenest or least green ones. SOMs allow to easily distinguish between positive and negative correlation between variables.\textsuperscript{21} The results of assessment with self-organizing maps are in agreement with the NEMI and Eco-scale assessment results.\textsuperscript{24} Apart from grouping according to greenness, the results can often reveal other interesting dependencies in the set. As an example, the results show that number of analytes determined in a single chromatographic run is not correlated with any other variable, it means that it is independent from the procedural material and energetic inputs.

A less known tool in chemistry is the multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA).\textsuperscript{25} Contrary to the chemometrics approach, where grouping is performed, it allows the ranking of analytical procedures according to their greenness. The general scheme of application of MCDA methods can be presented in several steps.\textsuperscript{26} After stating the goal of the analysis, quantitative criteria (analytical performance, greenness criteria) are chosen that describe the goal. The next step is the identification of possible alternatives to reach the goal; in the case of analytical chemistry, the assessment alternatives can be different analytical procedures. As the criteria are not always of the same importance, each criterion is given a weight. Then the proper MCDA algorithm is applied and the ranking of alternatives – analytical methodologies is obtained. The main advantages of MCDA are the translation of many criteria into a single, easy to interpret score and the simultaneous assessment of multiple analytical procedures.

One of the MCDA tools is the Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution.\textsuperscript{27} TOPSIS was applied to assess the set of analytical methodologies for pharmaceutical determination in wastewater samples.\textsuperscript{28} The nineteen analytical methodologies were described with eight criteria, mainly describing the analytical performance and greenness. Most of the procedures were based on the solid phase extraction technique and one of them was selected as being the most appropriate. What is interesting is that its performance was the best only in the multianalyte analysis; with the other criteria the procedure performed well but was not the best. This first choice procedure involved the utilization of a small amount of methanol, which is considered as being less harmful compared to dichloromethane or hexane.

The second MCDA tool applied as a green analytical chemistry metric is the Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluation (PROMETHEE).\textsuperscript{29} Similarly to TOPSIS, it is an outranking method with a full ranking on alternatives as an output. It has been applied to assess 25 methodologies for chloroorganic pesticide determination in water samples with 9 input criteria.\textsuperscript{30} The ranking results showed that the procedure based on SPME followed by GC-ECD was characterized with the best overall performance. It is worth mentioning that the ranking results in this study were in agreement with the Eco-scale results and did not show any correlation with the NEMI results. Analytical methods highly ranked with PROMETHEE were also highly scored with the Eco-scale assessment procedure.

When standard methods are assessed with any kind of metrics, it occurs that these methods are not green. It is absolutely wrong, that green analytical chemistry principles are not considered during standard method development. They are used in commercial analytical laboratories, they are applied in all routine analyses. The bulk of reagents, solvents as well as emissions and wastes come from the application of standard methods. The possibility to base the assessment on various criteria and the possibility to obtain information on how experts value each criterion makes MCDA an attractive tool in standard analytical method assessment or even selection.\textsuperscript{31} Apart from the greenness and typical analytical parameters, the costs of reagents and the presence or lack of sophisticated equipment were included as input criteria. The simplicity of the assessment of the relative importance of the criteria allows the obtaining of data from many analysts, which can be the basis of an environmentally friendly standard method selection.

5. Metrics for analytical reagents

Although the previously described metrics systems consider in their algorithms the environmental issues related to reagents and solvents, they need dedicated assessment approaches. Environmentally assessed chemicals give the possibility of proper choices at the level of procedure optimization, identification and replacement of particularly harmful chemicals.

One of the main environmental problems in analytical chemistry is the need to apply solvents. As the application of solventless techniques\textsuperscript{32} is not always possible, solvents have to be chosen with environmental consciousness. There are solvent selection guides, developed by pharmaceutical companies\textsuperscript{33–35} that may give some clues for optimization methods in terms of solvents. All of these solvent selection guides are based on environmental, health and safety criteria. The results of the assessment is the categorization of the solvent as “recommended”, “recommended or problematic?”, “problematic”, “problematic or hazardous?”, “hazardous” and “highly hazardous”. Generally, “recommended” solvents are water, alcohols and some of the esters. Hazardous or highly hazardous are hydrocarbons, chlorinated solvents and some of the ethers. There are some efforts to combine them into one guide and to
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include “less common” solvents. The advantage of the application of these solvent selection guides is that it is easy to interpret the assessment result. The main disadvantage is that these results are available for limited amounts of solvents. Another approach is to use a solvent selection guide based on the previously described MCDA and grouping chemometric tool. Cluster analysis grouped 151 solvents into three clusters according to their similarity in terms of properties – the first one and the least green one consisting of “nonpolar and volatile” solvents, the second one intermediate in terms of greenness, “nonpolar and nonvolatile” solvents and the third one, consisting of greener “polar” solvents. Within every group, a detailed ranking was performed with TOPSIS. Contrary to other solvent selection guides, this one is the most flexible, as it allows user to choose solvents for the analysis, and the assessment criteria and set their relative importance. This gives the possibility to adjust the analysis conditions to the given analytical problem. On the other hand, it requires some knowledge from the user to perform the ranking reasonably. Fig. 4 summarized the greenness of commonly used solvents in analytical applications.

For solvent waste, it is important to establish good disposal practices. The comparison of solvent distillation vs. incineration with the life cycle analysis (LCA) was performed. For most of the solvents included in the analysis, it is beneficial to perform distillation. Spent solvents widely applied in analytical chemistry, such as acetonitrile, tetrahydrofuran, acetone, acetic acid cyclohexane or toluene, should be recycled via distillation. Analytical solvent wastes originating from application of methanol, ethanol, pentane, hexane or heptane should be treated by incineration.

The scoring system of the analytical methods in terms of solvent consumption was developed. The tool is based on a system scoring industrial chemicals. Each solvent is given a score (the lower the more environmentally friendly the solvent is) calculated by the multiplication of the sum of the toxicological hazards with the sum of the exposure factors. In this sense it is a risk-based assessment of solvents. Solvent scores can be used to calculate the procedural impact by multiplying with the unit of solvent volume, the most convenient one being the millilitre. The disadvantage of this metrics system is that it refers only to one aspect of the environmental impact of analytical methods. Other approaches to assess traditional solvents were not focused on analytical applications. The results of persistence and special range indicators show that common analytical reagents are rather not persistent in the environment.

The trend in solvent application in analytical chemistry is to apply new types of solvents, such as bio-based ones, deep-eutectic solvents or ionic liquids. Ionic liquids found different applications in analytical chemistry but they are mainly applied in various types of extraction processes. They are (or maybe were?) considered as green solvents. Their unwavering green status was questioned since it occurred that some of them were toxic to humans and to aquatic organisms. Such conclusions were possible to be drawn because of the consideration of different aspects of the application of ionic liquids. Detailed assessment studies should be performed before applications as solvents in analytical applications.

Similarly to ionic liquids, bio-base solvents are considered to be green alternatives to more traditional ones. The typical solvents used in laboratories, such as methanol or aceton can be derived from the lignocellulose feedstock. LCA results show that the greenness of lignocellulose-derived solvents vary from case to case, depending mainly on the geographical region. In analytical chemistry, limonene found its application to extract fats and oils with the Soxhlet apparatus. Limonene is a by-product from the citrus industry, obtained via azeotropic distillation, so it is considered as a renewable resource. Limonene gave similar extraction efficiencies to hexane. It was stated that limonene is a green solvent and hexane is not but it is not supported by any metrics, only with statement about the higher hexane toxicity. In fact, solvent selection guides state that hexane and limonene are not green, but limonene is a greener alternative for hexane. There are many efforts to introduce bio-based solvents to extraction, including analytical extraction; however it has to be considered that the renewability of the feedstock is not the only parameter to assess solvent greenness. The example of hexamethylenediamine obtained from fossil based and renewable resources shows that bio-based chemicals are not automatically green. Life cycle assessment shows that the fossil based method of manufacturing is more economically and environmentally beneficial than the bio-based way, no matter if rice, maize or potatoes are taken as a feedstock.

Another new group of solvents that are recently applied in analytical chemistry are deep-eutectic solvents. They have been so far applied as extraction solvents and in electrochemical applications. They consist of at least two substances in different molar ratios, so assessment of their greenness can be stymied.

Another aspect of analytical reagents is the application of acids and bases, for digestion and as various auxiliary chemicals. Due to different chemical properties, acids and bases require the application of slightly different parameters during their greenness assessment. Again, no metrics system was

Fig. 4 The scheme showing greenness of solvents commonly used in analytical chemistry. Based on solvent selection guides.
developed for analytical chemistry applications but we can obtain some clues in choosing green alternatives from the GlaxoSmithKline acid and base selection guides. The assessment systems are based on environmental, safety and health issues and problems with the occurrence of hazardous by-products or disposal problems. The assessment results of reagents used in analytical chemistry are presented in Fig. 5.

Another analytical aspect that has not been recognized by greenness assessments is the application of derivatization agents. Eight of the twelve principles state that derivatization should be avoided and this statement is valid also for green analytical chemistry. There are some attempts to make analytical derivatization greener, based on finding greener derivatization agents themselves, the replacement of organic solvents with water or enzymatic derivatization.

6. Conclusions

Green analytical chemistry at the moment does not have well-established and widely applied metrics. There are some greenness metrics developed, however they do not fully cover the present needs. They should be easy to perform and easy to interpret, and at the same time gathering complex environmental impact data about analytical methods or analytical reagents. As the scientific domain is relatively new, significant gaps are still present. The concepts of assessment for analytical reagents, analytical procedures and even the environmental performance of whole analytical laboratories need to be developed. There is a necessity to develop analytical chemistry specific solvent selection systems, digestion chemicals and assessment system of derivatization agents. The environmental impact of analytical procedures is the factor that has to be considered during solvent and reagent selection in optimization processes.

The recent trends in analytical chemistry to apply new chemicals, such as ionic liquids, bio-based solvents or deep eutectic solvents, require their careful and comprehensive assessment before commenting about their greenness. There are some examples of application of LCA in the area of green chemistry but it has not been used for assessment in analytical chemistry. The numerous examples show that application of LCA gives a holistic view on the environmental impact of the process. LCA seems to be the most comprehensive tool to assess the application of analytical reagents or analytical procedures.
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